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Clickability employs user-tested best practices for successful website
deployment. Clickability has created a highly efficient implementation approach
for migrating client sites to the Clickability Platform. This process allows you, the
client, to focus on innovation and functional use versus migration and
configuration issues. In this way, Clickability is able to significantly reduce the
time required to launch.

The Clickability implementation process starts with in-depth discovery, followed
by delivery of detailed guiding documents, including a Statement of Work and
Functional Requirements Document. Once the documents are approved, the
Clickability team moves forward with the work of integrating the website(s) onto
the Clickability Platform. Throughout the process, the Clickability team
collaborates with you to ensure a smooth transition, provide the best possible
client experience and guarantee that your new website meets all your needs.

Project Stakeholders

On the Clickability side, your main point of contact will be a Project Manager and
Solutions Architect from the Professional Services Group within the Clickability
Client Services team.

During discovery, the Solutions Architect should interface directly with your
decision makers, to determine how the website should function and be
maintained.

Editorial Input: Since Clickability is designing a system for editors to publish
content, it is productive to have editorial input, however it is necessary to have an
identified decision maker to dictate which editorial requests are approved.

Technical Input: For content migration projects it is often necessary to involve a
technical resource to export your content in XML format in preparation for
importing into Clickability CMS.
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Required Documentation

Clickability requires the following documents to start the discovery process:
- Approved Master Services Agreement (MSA)
- Design materials such as HTML, stylesheets, logos, and site icons that present
your online brand. See below for more details on HTML delivery.
- Spreadsheet of domains and site sections (also referred to as site hierarchy or
architecture).
- Use-case scenarios describing samples of the various roles who contribute to
the website(s).
- Supporting documentation for desired functionality.
- 10 XML samples of each type of content to be migrated into the Clickability
CMS via the Feedloader or API.

Finalized HTML

Function is commonly dictated by design, and therefore Clickability starts
discovery after design materials are finalized. Clickability requires all finalized
HTML designs – without specific content or images – for each unique page
layout of your current website, such as:
- Homepage
- Index pages that list content items
- Detail pages containing individual content items, such as press releases,
events, articles, blogs, etc.
- Form pages, which include any unique page layouts that are database-driven,
for example:

- Comments form & confirmation page
- Visitor-submitted content form & confirmation page
- Mailing list signup form & confirmation page
- Registration signup form & confirmation page
- Login form & confirmation page

Clickability does not provide design services, and therefore does not modify
design code – Clickability logic is simply inserted into your design code. So you
must ensure the design materials provided are already tested for cross-browser
compliance, before delivery to Clickability.

Spreadsheet of Domains and Site Sections

Hosting a website in the Clickability Platform requires creation of the website
domain and "destinations" in the platform. Clickability uses the term
"destinations" to refer to individual sections within a domain, such as /news,
/events, and /about_us/careers.

When configuring the Clickability Platform for your website, Clickability uses a
spreadsheet to capture the details about each destination. The spreadsheet will
include a basic list of URLs for each destination of the website, and the details
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specific to each destination, such as the HTML and types of content for each
destination. The spreadsheet can also include any values that can be set for
each destination, such as settings that could be used for navigation, search
engine optimization or header images, to name a few. In addition, the
spreadsheet should cover any previous URLs that will need to automatically
redirect to the new destinations.

Although changes can be made and web pages can be added after the
spreadsheet has been finalized, the most efficient strategy is to ensure that the
original spreadsheet reflects the most accurate version of your website.

Discovery

Clickability conducts rigorous discovery to understand your requirements, itemize
the deliverables, and ensure a successful and scalable implementation. The
discovery phase typically takes place over a 1-4 week period via a series of
phone calls and web meetings.

The core areas of focus within the discovery process are knowledge transfer and
documentation. The goal is to ensure Clickability delivers a customized
implementation that meets or exceeds your expectations, both on time and under
budget.

Discovery Kick-Off

To start the discovery process, the Clickability Client Services team holds an in-
depth Kick-Off Conference with your team in which you:

- Review the contract
- Review services purchased
- Review the website
- Define success for the project

Knowledge Transfer
·
The Solutions Architect will conduct interviews and collaborate with you to
determine:

- Content types -- the text and media that you publish on your website such as
articles, news, events, photo galleries, podcasts, etc.
- Feature, functionality and maintenance needs
- Company taxonomy and nomenclature
- Redesign plans
- Issues with your current system, such as bottlenecks, pain points or
inefficiencies
- Dates for the project timeline
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At the end of the discovery phase, Clickability will produce two documents: a
Statement of Work and a detailed Functional Requirements Document, outlined
below.

Statement of Work

The Statement of Work (SOW) is a high-level description of the services and
specific deliverables that Clickability will provide during the implementation, and
the timeline. Each component of the project is outlined with a background, plan,
and list of deliverables.

Functional Requirements Document

The Functional Requirements Document (FRD) covers the requirements for each
component of your website. The FRD will act as the guide for the Clickability
Client Services team to integrate your environment into the Clickability platform.

Clickability has verified the following systematic approach as the most effective
method for you to determine the functional requirements of your website: Start
from the homepage and take a small snapshot of the layout. From here, “branch
out” or “walk the web” to eventually cover all unique elements of your website.
After perusal, it is also necessary to consider any other “orphan” pages not
directly linked to.

For each unique element of your website, document the what/where/who/how:

Identify WHAT each component is, in your company’s words

The Client Services team tries to use your nomenclature whenever possible to
integrate Clickability seamlessly with your organization. For example, identify
each design area using your names, such as “Spotlight” or “Byline”.

Indicate WHERE designs and content are located

Visually identify the design elements that pertain to each feature, especially if
there are different treatments on different pages. For example, a photo slideshow
could have unique design elements for the slideshow itself, and the same
slideshow linked from a sidebar. As another example, a homepage could have
multiple layouts, such as weekday vs. weekend versions.

Determine WHO will maintain each component

Should a component be fully or partially automated? What type of manual
activities will be needed to maintain the component? Will editors be using this
component daily, or skilled designers weekly, or only administrative users once a
month?
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Review HOW each component should work

Based on the roles identified, outline the expected process. The goal of the
Clickability Solutions Architect is to make your users as efficient as possible,
often by learning from your current process and developing innovative
improvements. In addition, it is important to cover how this component will be
populated before launch vs. after launch, i.e. if migration will be automated or
manual.

Clickability has experience in each of these areas, and the Solutions Architects
are uniquely trained to guide you through discovery using this proven
methodology.

Integration

Upon approval of the Statement of Work, Clickability Client Services will begin
the integration process, which typically takes place in the following order:

Account Setup

Your domains, taxonomy, content types, and basic workflow and permissions are
configured.

Customer Review

You review the account setup to verify that the building blocks of the integration
match your expectations.

Content Migration

Usually running in parallel with the steps below, content migration involves the
exportation of your content as XML for importation into Clickability CMS.

Template Insertion

Client Services will insert your CSS and JavaScript into Clickability CMS, and
then slice your HTML into templates and sub-templates in preparation for coding
logic.

Component Implementation

Based on the features outlined in the FRD, each project component is typically
implemented with the following steps:
- Customer populates sample content items
- Clickability codes logic
- Clickability sets up permissions
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- Clickability reviews with customer and trains users
- QA process
- Customer sign-off

Testing and QA

After integration into the CMS, Clickability performs pre- and post-launch tests
using the latest versions of Internet Explorer and Firefox on a PC to:
- Verify that the website operates per the FRD
- Ensure all site tracking data is aggregated for availability in the Clickability
Reports

During integration, you also engage in iterative QA processes with Clickability
using a shared QA spreadsheet. For each feature included in the SOW, you will
complete QA and feature approval.

Once all features have been implemented per the FRD and content migration is
complete, final QA is performed. An internal go-live checklist is used to ensure
proper tracking and permissions are in place prior to launch.

Go Live

Upon customer approval, the go-live process is completed when you point DNS
to Clickability’s servers.

Implementation Reporting

Clickability ensures clear and consistent communication via unique feedback
mechanisms.

Integration Status Report

A weekly project status report, posted on your password-protected development
site, consisting of:
- Overall status
- Hours logged on the project
- Itemized deliverables
- Easy to understand status per item
- Detailed schedule
- Project documentation

Executive Summary

An online project Gantt chart allows executives to see project status at a glance.
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Post-Launch

The following three activities take place following launch:

Transition to Support Mode

The Solutions Architect will help you transition from implementation mode to
support mode by reviewing each area of the support section within the CMS
Success website with you. Online support features include self-help resources
and community features, as well as contact details for Client Services.

Establish CMS Success Account

The text from your FRD is inserted into your CMS Success account as the first
version of your Site Legend – which is used to keep a constantly evolving
inventory of how your site works.

Post-Launch Interview

Clickability conducts a Post-Launch Interview to ask for your input about how
Clickability can continually refine the service.

The Clickability Difference

People, processes and dedication differentiate Clickability from other content
management software vendors. Clickability forges an alliance with you, and
drives the achievement of your web initiatives.

Setting and Meeting Clear Expectations with Integrity

At the outset, Clickability strives to understand your requirements and ensures
that you are aware of the deliverables, cost and timeline – as well as the
variables that can impact these factors. There are no surprises.

Maintaining Clear and Constant Communication

With Clickability, you rely on a single point of contact throughout any project.
Clickability maintain effective methods for documenting and communicating
project status, in non-technical terms, and employs practical interactive feedback
mechanisms that foster essential two-way communication.

Maximizing the Success of Your Project

The Clickability process mitigates your risk and maximizes the success of each
project. Clickability Client Services operates as an extension of your team,
listening to your needs, understanding your goals, contributing productive ideas,
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and executing to your specifications. Clickability’s primary goal is not just to get
the job done, but to guarantee that you achieve all your project objectives.


